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Introduction: Verb classification in
Formosan languages
Verbs in Philippine-type languages are characterized as having verbal morphology,
typically “voice” (or “focus”) affixes. Attempts to classify verbs in Formosan
languages have encountered the empirical challenge of identifying the “same (?)”
verbal morphology in different verb classes.

Take Amis ma- for example:
Yan (1992): Different ma- verbs (e.g. ma-I/II/III/IV) in terms of semantic transitivity
Tsukida (2008): ma- with [±state, −affected,±control] feature specification.
Imanishi (2009): ma- as “perfect/static undergoer” voice marker (with exceptions)
Wu (2006):
Grammatical function: Actor (or Neutral) voice ma- vs. Undergoer voice ma-.
Semantics: ma1: non-agentive intransitive activity
ma2: result state
ma3: plain state
ma4: active/causative accomplishment
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Two questions remain underexplored despite past efforts on verb classification in
Formosan languages:
(i) How does the semantic/syntactic structure add up?
(e.g. How exactly does verbal morphology interact with the root?)

(ii) Why/How can a particular voice “form” take up different functions?
(e.g. Do these ma-’s, for example, represent homonymy or polysemy?)
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Causal-noncausal alternations
across languages
A causal verb is a verb denoting a situation containing a causing
subevent and a resulting situation. e.g. John broke the vase.
A noncausal verb is a verb denoting only the resulting situation of the
causal verb.
e.g. The vase broke.
Studies on causal-noncausal alternation typically centers on the
inchoative/causative verb pairs; e.g. Haspelmath (1993:97):
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The coding of non-causal verbs
across Formosan languages
Formosan languages are found to have “equipollent” coding (i.e.,
symmetrically different coding) for their causal-noncausal verb pairs.
They can be further divided into two major types based on the coding
of the non-causal verbs:
Type I languages: both mu- and ma- marking are found for the non-causal verbs.
e.g. Puyuma, Bunun, Thao...
Type II languages: ma- marking is typically responsible for the non-causal verbs.
e.g. Amis, Kavalan, Paiwan...
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(1) Equipollent alternation in Type I languages (e.g. Puyuma):
a. Causal:
b<en>a’itr dra
ruma’ i
Sawagu
<AV>burn ID.OBL house DF.ABS Sawagu
‘Sawagu burned a house.’
b. Noncausal:
mu-ba’itr
na
ruma’
ACaus-burn DF.ABS house
‘The house burned (eventive).’
mu- as an “anticausative” marker (Teng 2008; 2010).
Other Type I languages with anticausative mu-:
(2) Thao (Blust 2003:138-139)
mu-priz ‘to break off’; mu-hulhul ‘fall into pieces.’
(3) Bunun (Lin 2001:35; Chen 2009:32)
mu-tiŋkul ‘to fall’; mu-kalkal ‘to peel’; mu-busðaŋ ‘to fall off’
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(4) Equipollent alternation in Type II languages (e.g. Amis):
a. Causal:
mi-corah Ø-ci
kulas t-u
lumaq
AV-burn
ABS-PN Kulas OBL-CN
house
‘Kulas will burn/is burning a house.’
b. Noncausal:
ma-corah
k-u
MA-burn
ABS-CN
‘The house burned.’

lumaq
house
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The many faces of ma- in Formosan
languages
(i) The stative marking of ma- across Formosan languages (PAN
*ma-; Blust 2009[2013]):
(5) stative ma- predicates
a. Puyuma
ma-ireb/biring/inebun=ku
BE-cold/jealous/angry=1S.ABS
‘I am cold/jealous/angry.’
b. Amis
ma-su’su/talaw/lasang Ø-ci
BE-fat/afraid/drunk
ABS-PN
‘Sawmah is fat/afraid/drunk.’

sawmah
Sawmah
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(ii) The “PV” analysis of ma- verbs (Wu 2006, Li 2008, Huang & Sung
2008) in Type II languages:
(6) Amis
(ni
Kulas)
ma-corah
ku
luma‘
(cf. 4b)
ERG.PN Kulas
PV? -burn
ABS
house
‘The house burned.‘
(noncausal reading)
‘The house (is) burned (by Kulas).’ (causal reading)

(note: The optionality of the ergative argument casts doubt on the transitive (i.e. PV)
analysis of ma- verbs, as opposed to other typical NAV verbs.)
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Competing views on the many faces of ma- in Formosan languages:
(a) Homonymy: (to be rejected)
there are different unrelated ma-’s in Formosan languages, each serving a distinct
grammatical function or meaning. (e.g. AV vs. PV; stative vs. eventive).
(b) Polysemy: (to be defended)
there was originally only one ma- (e.g. PAN *ma-), which gradually developed
multiple grammatical functions in different Formosan languages.
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The “spontaneity scale”
Rationale: Events can be arranged on a scale in the order of decreasing
likelihood of spontaneous occurrence (as conceptualized by the speaker)
(Haspelmath 2005:7)
Haspelmath’s (1993:105) original version:
[-spontaneous]
‘wash’

‘close’

‘melt‘

[+spontaneous]
‘laugh’

inchoative/causative alternation
e.g. English
*The clothes washed.

The door closed.

The ice melted.

The child laughed.

John washed the clothes.

Mary closed the door.

The sun melted the ice.

*John laughed the child.
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A Typology of “roots” based on the spontaneity scale: (Alexiadou et al. 2006;
Schäfer 2008)

√agentive

< √externally caused < √cause unspecified < √internally caused

-spontaneous ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... +spontaneous
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...<transitive

|... ... ... alternate ... ... | intransitive>
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We examine the application range of ma- and mu- along the spontaneity scale in
Puyuma and Amis, thereby arguing for the developmental path of ma- voice
marking. The events of investigation include at least the following:
a. internally-caused/self-contained eventualities:
states: ‘be dry’, ‘be wet’, ‘be hot’, ‘be drunk’, ‘be asleep’...
impersonal (e.g. weather) verbs: ‘rain’, ‘snow’, ‘blow’, ‘earth’, ‘ebb (tide)’...
involuntary (e.g. reaction) verbs: ‘belch’, ‘sneeze’, ‘cough’, ‘snore’...
b. caused unspecified eventualities:
‘melt (intr.)/ melt (tr.)’, ‘ripe/ripen’, ‘sink (intr.)/ sink (tr.), ‘burn (intr.)/ burn
(tr.), ...
c. externally-caused eventualities:
‘open’ (tr./intr.), ‘boil (tr./intr.), ‘close’ (tr./intr.), ‘break; (tr./intr.)...
d. agentive events:
‘eat’, ‘beat’, ‘steal’, ‘cut’, ‘wash’, ‘push’, ‘hunt’, ‘give’, ‘kick’,...
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The distribution of Puyuma mu- and mamarking along the spontaneity scale
Important observations:
1. Most of the internally-caused/self-contained eventualities are coded with ma(e.g. ma-trina ‘be big’, ma-kiteng ‘small’, ma-‘utal ‘rain’, ma-erang ‘rise (tide)’,
ma-ngusi ‘sneeze’, ma-ayay ‘yawn’) while mu- is found only in very few cases
(e.g., mu-damuk ‘bleed’).
2. Causal/noncausal verb pairs encoded with M-/mu- are found in cause
unspecified eventualities (e.g., b<en>a’aw/mu-ba’aw < ba’aw ‘alive’, meleden/mu-leden < leten ‘sink’ ) and externally caused eventualities (e.g.
tr<em>ual/mu-trual < trual ‘open’, m-aleb/mu-’aleb < ‘aleb ‘close’). ma-,
on the other hand, is also attested in very few cases in addition to their causal/
noncausal pairs (e.g. b<en>a’itr/mu-ba’itr/ma-ba’itr < ba’itr ‘burn’).
3. Intriguingly, mu- even applies to some of the agentive roots (e.g. mu-ketket na
kurang ‘The vegetable is cut (by machine).’ mu-seksek=ku dra trautrau ‘I was
squeezed in the crowd.’ , and has the effect of “canceling the volitionality” of
the event (see Teng 2015 for a similar proposal).
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Causal-noncausal alternation in Puyuma can be thus generalized as follows:
Agentive < Externally caused < Cause unspecified < Internally caused
Causal:
M-√-SABS-EOBL (i.e. ‘AV’)

Noncausal:
mu-√-SABS (i.e. ‘anticausative’)

ma-√-SABS (i.e. stative/AV)

Figure 1. Causal/Noncausal verb pairs and corresponding case frames in Puyuma

The distinct usage of mu-/ma- for noncausal verbs represent a significant lexical split
between externally caused eventualities and those with higher degree of spontaneity.
The ‘stative’ and ‘AV’ analyses of ma- can be unified in terms of the spontaneity scale. It is
thus argued that ma- in Type I languages (and PAN, to be shown later) is used to specify
eventualities with the highest spontaneity (e.g., states, impersonal/involuntary events).
Both ma- and mu- verbs in Type I languages (e.g. Puyuma) are syntactically intransitive:
they do not take the transitive case frame (e.g. AERG and OABS).
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The distribution of Amis ma- marking along
the spontaneity scale
ma- in Type II languages has a wider application range along the spontaneity
scale. In Amis, ma- applies to roots with varying degree of spontaneity.
Important observations:
1. Most of the internally-caused/self-contained eventualities are coded with ma(e.g. ma-su’su’ ‘be fat’, ma-icang ‘be dry’, ma-orad ‘rain’, ma-fiyok ‘blow’,
ma-soda ‘snow’, ma-leno ‘rise (tide)’, ma-faha ‘cough’, ma-‘esing ‘sneeze’,
ma-sowaf ‘yawn’).
2. Causal/non-causal verb pairs encoded with mi-/ma- are found in in cause
unspecified eventualities (e.g. mi-lasang/ma-lasang < lasang ‘drunk’, miteneng/ma-teneng < teneng ‘sink’) and externally-caused eventualities (e.g. micorah/ma-corah < corah ‘burn’, mi-fawah/ma-fawah < fawah ‘open’).
3. Ma- is also compatible with agentive roots (e.g. ma-palu ‘beat (PV.)’, ma-kaen
‘eat (PV.)’).
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Agentive < Externally caused < Cause unspecified < Internally caused
Causal:
mi-√-SABS-EOBL (i.e. ‘AV’)

Noncausal:

1st extension

ma-√-SABS (i.e. ‘AV’)

Causal/Noncausal:
ma-√-(AERG)-OABS (i.e. ‘NAV’) or ma-√-SABS (i.e. ‘anticausative’)
2nd extension

Causal:
ma-(AERG)-OABS (i.e. ‘NAV’)
Figure 2. Causal/Noncausal verb pairs and corresponding case frames in Amis

In Type II languages such as Amis, the ma- marker applies “across its original
boundary” (i.e. most spontaneous events), thereby developing different grammatical
functions (e.g. NAV, anticausative) as a result of reanalysis.
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Supporting evidence:
The anticausative usage of maAnticausative verbs consist of “change of state” and an implicit “causing event”:
the former is related to the stative ma- and the latter can be associated with the
eventive ma-. Anticausative ma-, if attested, serves as the missing link for a
unified analysis of ma- across Formosan languages.
(7) ma-‘esam
k-u-ra
tamdaw (t-u-ra
ACAUS-annoy ABS-CN-that person
OBL-CN-that
‘That person is annoyed (with that fly).

lalangaw)
fly

As an externally-caused psych state, ma-‘esam ‘annoy’ cannot be analyzed as an
NAV verb; it can only be treated as an anticausative verb, with the causer ‘fly’
demoted as oblique and the undergoer experiencer ‘person’ as the absolutive
argument.
(see Kuo in press for the structural motivation for the reanalysis of ma-)
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(8) Two possible case frames for Amis ma- verbs:
a. ma-patay k-u
oner
[t-u
sapaiyo n-u
edu’]
MA-dead ABS-CN snake OBL-CN medicine GEN-CN mouse
‘Snakes may die from the poison for killing mice.’
b. ma-patay (nira)
kina
tamdaw (Fata’an Amis)
MA-dead 3SG.ERG this.ABS person
‘This person was killed (by him/her.’)
‘This person is dead (because of him/her). (Tsukida 2008:284)

Reanalysis of ma- in Type I languages: A tentative hypothesis
Step 1: Extended application range of ma- from internally caused
eventualities to caused-unspecified/externally-caused eventualities
(e.g., the ‘dead/kill’ above).
Step 2: The usage of ergative/oblique argument to disambiguate
causal/noncausal interpretations.
Step 3: Reanalysis of ma- into an NAV marker based on the transitive case
(i.e. ERG-ABS) frame.
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Implications for Austronesian
higher-level subgrouping
The extension of stative/intransitive ma- to
eventive/transitive ma- may serve as a shared
innovation of the East Formosan subgroup
(Blust 1999).
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AERG-OABS case frame of ma- verbs
The AERG-OABS (or AGEN-ONOM) case frame is only attested exclusively in the
ma- verbs in East Formosan languages
(9) Siraya (Adelaar 2011:88)
ma-i-riney=eta
hia tu-turo
ki rata,
MA-LOC-make=1PL.GEN here REP-three DF tabernacle
a=muhu-a
ta sa-saat (....)
Poss=2S.GEN-Sj NOM REP-one
‘Let’s make here three tabernacles, one will be yours, ...’
(10) Kavalan
ma-bedung (ni buya)
peRasku ’nay
MA-break (GEN Buya)
bottle
that
‘The bottle was broken (by Buya).’
(11) Trobiawan (Li 2014:26)
ma-unu-isu
ma-tavan-[n]a
tama-isu?
MA-what-2S.GEN MA-hunt.head-ASP father-2S.GEN
‘Why have you beheaded your (own) father?’
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Concluding remarks
The study on causal-noncausal alternation shows how the spontaneity
scale can serve as a complementary tool for verb classification in
Formosan languages.
The unified polysemy account reconciles previous debates on the
grammatical function(s) of ma- (e.g. Wu 2007; Huang & Sung 2008;
Tsukida 2008, Jiang 2011; Kuo in press) with a solid semantic basis.
The development of PAN *ma- into an NAV marker supports the East
Formosan subgroup.
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